
Labs / Math activity Main idea / Reading Writing

Weigh a slice of bread.  And record the 
mass. 

Place the bread in a toaster and toast 
it. 

Reweigh the bread, did the mass of the 
toast differ from the bread?   

Repeat the experiment with popcorn in 
the microwave.   

If you get a different amount of mass, 
can you explain the differences? 

Use this simulation to practice balance 
chemical equations. 

https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/
balancing-chemical-equations  

What did you find difficult?  

Listen to this podcast 
https://player.fm/series/chemistry-

for-your-life  

Listen to the episode : Why do apples 
turn brown? 

Write a review.  Was it easy to 
follow?  

With parent permission, and using 
items in your kitchen, come up with 

models of as many chemical reactions 
occurring as you can .  Take a picture 

of it or draw an example of it 
occurring.  You may use a parent or the 

internet for help with these. 

Create a table listing the different ways 
that you can prove a chemical reaction has 
occurred.  List the types of reaction, then 
write out the evidence that it occurred.  

People tend to confuse physical 
changes with chemical changes… 

Look at this picture of a fire.   

Is this an example of a physical or a 
chemical change?  

Write 
Explain how evidence of a chemical 

reaction 
may determine if a new substance 

has been formed. 

 Do a lab with a parent observing of 
mixing baking soda and vinegar.  Did a 

reaction occur?  How do you know?  
Write down your response.   

Read this passage about Vincent Van Gogh 

https://drive.google.com/open?
id=1bpOn5qq2zkfvJhI3sfA6r9uBnfg3EP6Y 

Work on the questions that follow it and 
discuss them with a parent.   

Use paints or watercolors that you may 
have and  once it is done see if you can 

artificially age them.  What did you use? 

1 A chemical equation is shown. 

 Is this equation balanced? Explain 
your answer, and include the 
characteristics of a balanced 

equation. 
2 What classifies something as a 

chemical reaction?  
3 List two observations that could be 

evidence of a chemical reaction. 

8th Grade Science 
Tic-Tac-Toe Choice Menu 

Week of March 23 – 27 
8.5E Investigate how evidence of chemical reactions indicates that new substances with different properties are formed 

and how that relates to the law of conservation of mass. 

Directions:  Start in the middle and then choose 2 other rectangles to make your tic-tac-toe.

https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/balancing-chemical-equations
https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/balancing-chemical-equations
https://player.fm/series/chemistry-for-your-life
https://player.fm/series/chemistry-for-your-life
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bpOn5qq2zkfvJhI3sfA6r9uBnfg3EP6Y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bpOn5qq2zkfvJhI3sfA6r9uBnfg3EP6Y/view?usp=sharing
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Calculate the net force on these objects  
is it balanced or not?  Which direction 

will it move it it is unbalanced? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Read this passage about forces and 
answer the questions that follow 

 
https://drive.google.com/open?

id=1bpOn5qq2zkfvJhI3sfA6r9uBnfg3EP6Y 

You are designing a new game to play 
while you are quarantined.  If you are 

unable to get within 6 feet of your 
opponent, how would you play your 

game?  What forces would be 
involved?  Design the game and write 

down the rules and how to win. 

Use this simulation to model the effects 
of unbalanced forces on an object.  

Create a data table of what you did and 
write a short summary of what you 

learned. 
 

https://phet.colorado.edu/en/
simulation/forces-and-motion-basics# 

 

On Earth, there are two main forces that affect 
the motion of objects.  They are gravity and 
friction.  Develop an investigation to explore 
how adding unbalanced forces to a marble 
traveling down a ramp affects its speed and 

direction. You will need to collect data on the 
distance and time of a marble traveling down a 
ramp to calculate the speed. Then you will add 
up to six obstacles to the ramp that will apply 

unbalanced forces to cause the marble to 
travel as slow as possible and describe how the 

speed and direction of the marble changes.   
Create a data table and a conclusion on how 
speed is affected by mass and acceleration. 

Think about the last sport you either 
played in or watched.  What forces 
were involved in that sport?  Write 
about the balanced or unbalanced 

forces involved. 

Calculate the force using the mass and 
acceleration of an object: Force in N (F) = 

mass in kg (m) x acceleration in m/s2 .  
1. Calculate the amount of horizontal 

force needed to make a 0.5 kg football 
accelerate at 200 m/s2 when kicked.  

2. On Earth, the acceleration due to gravity 
is 9.8 m/s2 . If a person has a mass of 65,000 

g, how much force do they exert in 
Newton’s? In pounds? (Note: 1 lb = 4.448 N)  

3. A force of 250 N is exerted on an object 
with a mass of 45 kg located on a smooth 

surface. a. Calculate the acceleration of the 
object. b. In a second trial, a second object 
that is identical to the first is placed on top 
of the first object. What acceleration would 

the 250 N force produce? c. What is the 
effect of increased mass on the acceleration 

of an object if the same force is being 
applied?  

INSTRUCTIONS: Use the words in the box 
below to fill in the blanks based on what you 

have learned about unbalanced forces. Words 
may be used more than once or not used at all.  

 
Speed, force, acceleration, unbalanced, 

velocity, balanced  
 

One day Juana decided to take her dog Peblito 
on a walk. When Juana put Peblito’s leash on 

his collar, Peblito immediately began pulling on 
the leash. When Peblito pulled, he was putting 
a(n) ___________________ force on the leash. 

Juana pulled back on the leash so Peblito 
would stay still. Juana’s pull and Peblito’s pull 

were equal, so the two forces were 
__________________. Then, Peblito pulled so 
hard that Juana dropped the leash. Peblito’s 
pull was so hard that the forces on the leash 

were ______________, and he was able to run 
away.  

 

 

 

Think 
Imagine that your teacher has asked 
you to teach a lesson to your peers 

about balanced and unbalanced forces. 

Write 
Explain how you would demonstrate 

that unbalanced forces 
change the speed or direction of an 

object’s motion. 

8th Grade Science 
Tic-Tac-Toe Choice Menu 

Week of March 30—Apr 10 
8.6A Demonstrate and calculate how unbalanced forces change the speed or direction of an object's motion.  

Directions:  Start in the middle and then choose 2 other rectangles to make your tic-tac-toe. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bpOn5qq2zkfvJhI3sfA6r9uBnfg3EP6Y
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bpOn5qq2zkfvJhI3sfA6r9uBnfg3EP6Y
https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/forces-and-motion-basics
https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/forces-and-motion-basics



